
At school:  the students met an architect expert in history and mediaeval architecture. They  
studied the differences between Gothic and Romanesque architecture especially in our area 
(Ciociaria). At the beginning she explained the differences between  the two styles and the 
mediaeval history of our territory. 



Then in the classroom the pupils realised  posters and power points showing the features 
of each of them. They used books, online resources, copies, pictures, drawings. 



They also made some typical women 
decorations of Middle Ages like 
flowery coronets. Boys helped girls 
to create them. 



They used silk, fabric, ribbons, 
thin iron wires, etc.. and they 
enjoyed wearing them.  



A few days later they went to Casamari Abbey , a 
Benedictine monastery founded in 1035: one of the 
best preserved example of Gothic architecture, rich in 
culture and history (it is 15 km far from Frosinone). 



There they were able to visit the really famous and 
ancient library with more than eighty thousand 
volumes. The oldest manuscript is the rule of St. 
Benedict, that dates back to the end of the twelfth 
century; others to the 14th and 15th century. 



The abbot of the Abbey was their guide: he 
gave the students  all the information and 
curiosites about this important  historical site. 

Students took a lot of pictures during the visit, 
in order to make a photo rally.  



On the same day they reached Sora (a town 30 
km far from Frosinone) to visit San Domenico 
Abbey, built in 1011, impressive example of 
Romanesque architecture and famous 
historical site. 
Even there the students took lots of pictures 
and learnt about this abbey with the QR code 
technique: an easy smart and attractive  way 
for children to get information . 



All the strategies/methods   used 
implemented the pupils  learning: 
teaching in classroom, practical  
activities, visiting  and exploring the 
sites, using digital devices, 
cooperative work. 



Some important  phases for this activity were: 
-exploring - learning and practicing - reflecting - reinforcing. 
1)They learnt realising posters and PowerPoints through cooperative 
team work.  
2)They learnt visiting two abbeys: Casamari Abbey and Saint Domenico 
Abbey in Sora taking pictures finding the main features of both styles 
(photo rally activity). 
3)They realised some posters collecting the pictures taken in Casamari 
and Sora, in order to realise an exhibition of their work.  
Parents and the school staff visited the exhibition, where pupils explained 
their work.  
 


